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Abstract

Climate change is one of the most significant
challenges we face together as a society. Cre-
ating awareness and educating policy makers
the wide-ranging impact of climate change is
an essential step towards a sustainable future.
Recently, Large Language Models (LLMs) like
ChatGPT and Bard have shown impressive con-
versational abilities and excel in a wide va-
riety of NLP tasks. While these models are
close-source, recently alternative open-source
LLMs such as Stanford Alpaca and Vicuna
have shown promising results. However, these
open-source models are not specifically tai-
lored for climate related domain specific in-
formation and also struggle to generate mean-
ingful responses in other languages such as,
Arabic. To this end, we propose a light-weight
Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT that is built on an
open-source LLM and is specifically fine-tuned
on a conversational-style instruction tuning cu-
rated Arabic dataset Clima500-Instruct with
over 500k instructions about climate change
and sustainability. Further, our model also uti-
lizes a vector embedding based retrieval mech-
anism during inference. We validate our pro-
posed model through quantitative and qualita-
tive evaluations on climate-related queries. Our
model surpasses the baseline LLM in 88.3% of
cases during ChatGPT-based evaluation. Fur-
thermore, our human expert evaluation reveals
an 81.6% preference for our model’s responses
over multiple popular open-source models.
Our open-source demos, models and curated
instruction sets are available here https://

github.com/mbzuai-oryx/ClimateGPT.

1 Introduction

Climate change poses a significant and urgent chal-
lenge in our modern era, as it has far-reaching
and profound consequences for the environment,
ecosystems, economies, and human well-being.

*Equal Contribution

كيف يؤثر تغير المناخ على الأمن الغذائي والمياه العذبة؟

بيل المثاا    على س. يؤثر تغير المناخ بشكل كبير على الأمن الغذائي والمياه العذبة
يمكاان  ت تااؤرج ر ااااا الااارا ع المرتسعااة لم اصااا ع المااياايل و  اا  المياااه 
ا  وا تشا  الآفااا والأمارا،   مماا ياؤرج لم ت ايال ا  تااا الو اعاي وسياارع  ساع

 ماا  با ضافة لم ذلك   يمكن  ت تؤرج ر ااا الاارا ع المرتسعاة وتغيار  . الأغذية
الهطاا   لم ترااااا تاا افر المياااه العذبااة   ممااا يااؤثر عاالى ل تاااا الو اعااة والطا ااة 

 .والصناعاا الأارى التي تعتمد على وسائل الرج

المااييل؟ عايفي هذه الاالة   كيف يمكننا الاساظ 

م يمكاان الاساااظ عاالى المااياايل بطاار  ملتاسااة   والتااي تت اامن اسااتلدا
مما ساااا س اعيااة مصااتدامة مثاال ت نياااا الاارج السعالااة والو اعااة المتن عااة 

عتمار يمكن  ت تصاعد هذه الجه ر على ت ايل الا. والتناوب في س اعة المااييل
. لمناخعلى المااييل الت ايدية وتاصين  د ع  ظم الو اعة على م ااهة تغير ا

Figure 1: Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT conversation: User: How does
climate change affect food security and freshwater? Response: Climate change
has a significant impact on food security and freshwater. For example, high
temperatures can lead to crop loss, water scarcity, the spread of pests and
diseases, resulting in reduced agricultural production and increased food prices.
Additionally, high temperatures and changes in precipitation patterns can lead
to a decline in the availability of freshwater, affecting agricultural production,
energy, and other industries that rely on irrigation methods.User:In this case,
how can we preserve the crops? Response:Crops can be preserved through
various methods, which include using sustainable agricultural practices such
as efficient irrigation techniques, crop diversification, and crop rotation. These
efforts can help reduce reliance on traditional crops and enhance the resilience
of agricultural systems to climate change. (best viewed in zoom)

Educating people about climate change and sus-
tainability is essential for preserving the environ-
ment, encouraging sustainable development, and
preparing for future challenges. For improving
public awareness on climate change and sustain-
ability related issues, conversational agents and
bots can play a vital role. Despite being spoken by
around 422 million (Wikipedia contributors, 2023)
speakers worldwide, efforts towards developing
climate-specialized conversational agents in Ara-
bic have been limited. In this work, we propose
a specialized conversational agent in Arabic fo-
cused on climate change and sustainability aware-
ness. Such a specialized conversational agent can
have a wide range of applications. For instance, it
can be utilized to educate students about climate
change by generating relevant educational materi-
als. Furthermore, environment policy makers can
leverage such an agent to make well-informed and
sustainable decisions.

Recently, large language models (LLMs) such
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.اليالمي ؤثر تم  ها  لى المناخ 

Model Response

Figure 2: Overview of Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT framework: When the user submits a query, it is first embedded
and searched for similarity in the vector database. The query is then augmented if the retrieved information is of
high correspondence and passed on to our model for generating the final output.

as ChatGPT(OpenAI, 2022) from OpenAI and
Bard(Google, 2023)from Google have demon-
strated excellent capabilities to behave like ver-
satile conversational agents and generate responses
for a wide range of tasks. However, it is impor-
tant to note that Bard and ChatGPT models are
currently not available as open-source, thereby lim-
iting access to their underlying architecture and im-
plementation details. The recently introduced open-
source model Vicuna (Chiang et al., 2023) demon-
strates exceptional performance and achieves more
than 90% of ChatGPT’s quality on GPT-4 eval-
uations. The model was created by fine-tuning
LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023) and surpasses exist-
ing open-source competitors across various bench-
mark evaluations. We base our climate-specialized
conversational agent in Arabic, named Arabic Mini-
ClimateGPT on Vicuna.

The main contributions of this work are :
(i) We propose a climate specialized Arabic con-
versational agent named Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT,
which is built upon Vicuna framework and fine-
tuned specifically with our climate change and sus-
tainability related instructions in Arabic language.
(ii) We have generated over 500k conversational-
style instruction tuning data based on the pub-
lic benchmarks for climate change and sustain-
ability. This augmentation of interactive conver-
sational data significantly enhances the perfor-
mance of LLMs and preserves its generalizability
through the fine-tuning process. To the best of
our knowledge, our proposed dataset Clima500-
Instruct marks the first release of a substantial
conversational-style Arabic instruction set dedi-
cated to Climate change and sustainability.
(iii) We integrate a vector embedding and datastore
framework, which can be utilized during model
inference for information retrieval without the need
for additional training.
(iv) We perform comprehensive evaluations of our

model. Our model achieves 88.3% win rate in
ChatGPT-based comparison with baseline. Further-
more, our Arabic language expert evaluation shows
that our model responses were preferred in 81.6%
of the cases, whereas popular open-sourced models
such as Vicuna, Alpaca-Arabic and Dolly v2 were
successful only in less than 8% of the cases.

2 Related Work

ClimateQ&A (Ekimetrics, 2023) is a ChatGPT
based tool that can distil climate science knowledge
based on IPCC reports and environment articles to
user friendly responses. Although this model is
available on HuggingFace, it is not open-sourced
as it is dependent on ChatGPT. Moreover, its re-
sponses are limited to English. ClimateBot (Rony
et al., 2022) is another machine reading compre-
hension bot for Question Answering about climate
change documents. It is limited to localizing the
answer from a given context as it is based on a
clustering approach and lacks the generative capa-
bilities of modern LLMs. The model responses and
document embeddings are limited to English. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to intro-
duce an open-sourced, climate-specialized conver-
sational agent in Arabic.

2.1 Data Sources

CCMRC: Climate Change dataset (Rony et al.,
2022) is a climate and sustainability question-
answer dataset curated from trusted sources includ-
ing the official Semantic Scholar Dump, the IPCC
Reports, NASA Global Climate Change and indi-
vidual documents. The dataset also includes news
articles from several sources like CNN, National
Geographic and The New York Times. The data
was pre-processed into 21K Question Answer pairs
used for training and testing in our experiments.
ClimaBench: This is a benchmark dataset (Laud
et al., 2023) for Climate change text understand-
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ing, which is built upon the publicly available sur-
veys released by CDP (formerly the Carbon Dis-
closure Project (CDPInc, 2000)) and the NAIC
Climate Risk Disclosure Survey. ClimaBench con-
sists of Clima-Insurance and Clima-CDP for text
classification and Clima-QA for question answer-
ing tasks based on the CDP data. We use this
Clima-QA data compiled from the CDP-Cities,
CDP-States and CDP-Corporation subsets and pre-
process into 485K Question Answer (QA) pairs.
The proposed Arabic Clima500-Instruct dataset is
built upon CCMRC and ClimaBench datasets.

3 Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT

Our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT is an open-sourced
conversational agent instruction-tuned for Climate
change and Sustainability in Arabic. We first
create a conversational style instruction-tuning
dataset named Clima500-Instruct in Arabic lan-
guage based on CCMRC and ClimaBench (See
Sec. 3.1). Our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT is built
upon the Vicuna-7B model by fine-tuning on the
Clima500-Instruct. We also integrate a dedicated
Inference module to incorporate region-specific
documents in Arabic to extend the knowledge base
of our model. (See Sec. 3.2)

3.1 Arabic Clima500-Instruct Dataset

We propose a conversational style instruction-
tuning dataset named Clima500-Instruct for Cli-
mate change and Sustainability in Arabic language.
Dataset Creation: The existing climate-specific
datasets such as CCMRC and Clima-QA from
ClimaBench are naive QA datasets in English that
lack the interactive conversation capabilities re-
quired to train a conversational agent such as Vi-
cuna. To this end, our proposed Clima500-Instruct
dataset is a conversational-style instruction tuning
dataset in Arabic language with Climate change
and sustainability as the central theme. Fig. 3
shows our overall dataset creation pipeline which
is summarized below:
(i) We first pre-process the data and extract the
Question Answer (QA) pairs from their respective
sources. These QA pairs are then compiled and
converted to a naive QA instruction set.
(ii) We then instruct ChatGPT to act as a domain
expert in Climate change and sustainability to gen-
erate conversational-style responses in English
grounded in information based on the QA pairs
from CCMRC and ClimaBench.

Dataset Total
Instances

Avg. Question
length (token)

Avg. Answer
length (token)

Clima500-Instruct (Arabic) 506426 49 939
Clima500-Instruct (English) 512081 23 196

Table 1: Clima500-Instruct Dataset Statistics

(iii) The next task involves translating this instruc-
tion set into Arabic. Rather than resorting to rudi-
mentary translation APIs, we employ the capabil-
ities of ChatGPT. We instruct ChatGPT to oper-
ate as an expert in the Arabic domain, translating
both the question and the answer within a single
prompt, thereby facilitating improved contextual
understanding by the model.
(iv) Finally, we manually filtered out low-quality ex-
amples and post-processed the instruction set with
the assistance of native Arabic experts. The fol-
lowing steps were taken to post-process the dataset.
(a) Eliminate undefined symbols. (b) Verify and
manually translate English words in several ques-
tions and answers into Arabic. (c) Remove any in-
stances of corrupted translation (Q or A still being
in English). (d) Verify the translation for N random
samples. This approach enabled us to obtain a high-
quality, conversationally-styled instruction tuning
dataset, Clima500-Instruct, in the Arabic language.
Dataset Statistics: Table 1 summarizes the statis-
tics of our proposed Clima500-Instruct dataset in
Arabic language as well as its intermediate byprod-
uct in the English language. The train and test set
splits of our Clima500-Instruct dataset are carefully
prepared based on the respective splits of represen-
tative data sources mentioned in section 2.1. To
further understand the composition of our proposed
Clima500-Instruct Dataset, we obtain high-level
categories in our dataset based on the most fre-
quent words. Table 2 reports the categories and
their corresponding instance counts.

3.2 Model Training and Inference

Our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT is developed on top
of the Vicuna-7B (Chiang et al., 2023) model. We
fine-tune this Vicuna-7B model on the conversa-
tional style Clima500-Instruct in both English and
Arabic languages. We train the model on 4 x A100
(80GB) utilizing gradient checkpointing and flash
attention following the Vicuna fine-tuning recipe.
We observe that the Arabic ClimateGPT model re-
quires a context length of 1024 tokens to generate
high quality results. The overall framework of our
model with its inference time retrieval capabilities
is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 3: Clima500-Instruct Arabic Dataset creation pipeline: At first, CCMRC and ClimaBench dataset are
pre-processed and compiled into QA pairs. These QA pairs are then converted to a conversational-style instruction
set and further translated into Arabic using ChatGPT. The resulting instruction set undergoes manual verification
and post-processing to yield the final Clima500-Instruct dataset. (Refer 3.1)

Categories Instance Count

Temperature 28796
Precipitation 24603
Oceanic 75303
Extreme weather 45506
Land cover 14845
Greenhouse Emissions 290925
Hydropower / Hydrology 16169
Air Quality / Index 10122
Renewable Energy 6013
Climate Policy / Laws 391403
Other 124678

Table 2: Clima500-Instruct high-level categories and
their instance count

Inference Module: Large Language models have
shown remarkable capabilities for a variety of NLP
tasks in recent times. However, their knowledge-
base is inherently limited to their training data. Re-
cent frameworks (Chase, 2022) have shown that
the use of Vector embedding based retrieval mech-
anisms can be leveraged to extend the knowledge
base of an LLM. To this end, we integrate a vector
database using the ChromaDB(Huber et al., 2020)
framework. We use the stsb-xlm-r-multilingual
model from Sentence Transformers (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) to embed the Arabic Climate doc-
uments to leverage its multilingual embedding ca-
pabilities. Climate reference documents in English
are converted to vector embedding using the light-
weight all-MiniLM-L6-v2 from Sentence Trans-
formers (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

The inference steps of our model can be sum-
marized as the following. When a user submits
a query to the model it is first converted into the
embedding space of the corresponding Sentence

Transformer (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) based
on the language. We then perform a Vector sim-
ilarity search of this query embedding with the
existing Vector Database using ChromaDB. If the
similarity search returns a high correspondence,
the user query is then augmented with the retrieved
additional context. If the retrieved documents are
not relevant then the original query is passed to
the Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT model. Our model
fine-tuned on the Arabic Clima500-Instruct dataset,
then generates the final output by incorporating the
supplementary retrieved context (See Fig 2).

4 Experiments

As LLMs become more sophisticated, the exist-
ing open benchmarks may no longer suffice to ad-
equately assess their capabilities. These bench-
marks are typically designed to test chatbots on
a limited set of tasks, such as question-answering
or context-based localization. To address this, we
compare the model responses with ground truth
responses on a held-out Clima500-Instruct Arabic
test set using ChatGPT. We compare the generated
responses of our model with other open-source
LLMs like Vicuna(Chiang et al., 2023), Stanford
Alpaca (Taori et al., 2023), Dolly v2 (Databricks,
2023) and Arabic Alpaca(Yasbok, 2023) on the
test set. For each question within the test set, we
provided ChatGPT with the following inputs: (i)
the ground-truth answer text, (ii) the response texts
generated by our model, and (iii) the text gener-
ated by the designated competitor model. In this
context, ChatGPT’s role was to assess and contrast
the text outputs of our model and the competitor
model, subsequently selecting the response that
best semantically aligns with the ground truth. If
neither of the generated texts semantically matches
the ground truth, ChatGPT outputs "Neither" as the
response. The row headers in Table 3 indicate the
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occurrences of "Our," "Competitor," and "Neither"
being favored, alongside the corresponding win per-
centages. For instance, in the first row, our model
is preferred in 88.33% of test samples, Vicuna is fa-
vored in 11.23%, and in 0.43% of cases, neither our
model nor Vicuna is preferred. Our Arabic Mini-
ClimateGPT model outperforms the recently intro-
duced Vicuna with a win rate of 88.3% on ChatGPT
evaluation. (See Tab 3). We also perform human
expert based evaluation on our Arabic Clima500-
Instruct test set with native Arab speakers. For Hu-
man Evaluation to be in a fair setting, we remove
all model identifiers and provide responses from
all 5 models to Arab native speakers. They then
select the best response out of the 5 (or none) for a
given question. The evaluation results on recently
introduced open-source models are shown in Fig 4.
Our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT achieves an overall
win rate of 81.6% on human expert evaluations.

Table 4 presents the comparison results of naive
translated baselines with our proposed model.
We employ the same ChatGPT-based evaluation
methodology, comparing our proposed Arabic
Mini-ClimateGPT responses against these base-
line models. (i) Vicuna_tr: In this baseline, we
begin by translating the query from Arabic to En-
glish. Next, we generate the model response in
English using the Vicuna baseline. Finally, we
translate the responses back to Arabic. (ii) Cli-
mateGPT_en_tr: In the second baseline, we also
execute Arabic-English and English-Arabic trans-
lations. However, instead of the Vicuna base-
line, we utilize ClimateGPT_en. This model has
been trained using the our proposed Clima500-
Instruct in English. In both scenarios, we ob-
serve that our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT responses
outperform these baselines. Our model achieves
73.98% win rate compared to Vicuna_tr with only
25.84%. In case of ClimateGPT_en_tr (30.07%),
our model achieves 69.57% win rate on ChatGPT
evaluations. These results demonstrate the neces-
sity for a dedicated Arabic conversational dataset
and model learning.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT,
a climate-specialized conversational agent in Ara-
bic. Our framework incorporates a vector em-
bedding based retrieval mechanism to extend the
knowledge-base of our model during inference.
Our proposed dataset Clima500-Instruct is an ex-

Model Ours Competitor Neither

Vicuna 88.33% 11.23% 0.43%
Alpaca 90.57% 8.81% 0.61%

Dolly v2 90.23% 8.81% 0.95%
Alpaca-ar 89.71% 9.42% 0.86%

Table 3: ChatGPT Evaluation: Our Arabic Mini-
ClimateGPT compared with other open-source models,
where ChatGPT was tasked to pick the best response
based on the ground truth. Our model achieves nearly
90% win rate with all the competing models including
the Alpaca-ar in Arabic language.

 

Win % 

% 0 25 % 50 % 75 % 100 % 

Ours 

Vicuna 

Alpaca 

Dolly v2 

Alpaca ar 

None 

7.1% 81.6% 8.1% 

Figure 4: Human Evaluation: We perform evalua-
tion on various open-source models on our Clima500-
Instruct test set with native Arab speakers. Win % of
each model is illustrated in the graph along with their
respective legends. Our model achieves 81.6% better re-
sponses compared to other models in Human evaluation.

Model Ours Competitor Neither

Vicuna_tr 73.98% 25.84% 0.17%
ClimateGPT_en_tr 69.57% 30.07% 0.34%

Table 4: Comparison with Naive baseline with trans-
lated responses. Vicuna_tr stands for baseline Vicuna
with translated responses. ClimateGPT_en_tr stands for
English ClimateGPT with translated responses.

tensive collection of conversational style instruc-
tion tuning data dedicated to sustainability and
climate change in Arabic language. We open-
source our model weights and instruction set and
we hope that our work helps advance the commu-
nity towards a sustainable future.

6 Limitations

Our model is developed upon Vicuna, a model
based on the LLaMA architecture. The LLaMA
model has been trained on a range of data sources,
such as CommonCrawl, C4, and Wikipedia. It
should be noted that these sources may contain
inaccurate information. The model also could
be tuned to show racial biases by modifying the
prompt, a potential limitation that users should
be aware of. Furthermore, our model can some-
times generate unrealistic or ’hallucinated’ re-
sponses when conversations exceed the maximum
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context length. Examples of failure cases are
shown in Appendix A.

Currently, our Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT is lim-
ited to the language domain and cannot incorporate
visual data. Recently introduced Large Language-
Vision Models (LLVMs) (Zhu et al., 2023; Liu
et al., 2023; Thawkar et al., 2023; OpenAI, 2023;
Muhammad Maaz and Khan, 2023) have demon-
strated promising results in several domains. We
hope that integrating a dedicated Vision encoder
for Climate related modalities (e.g. temperature,
wind, precipitation) with our model would be a
promising future direction.

7 Ethics Statement

In alignment with the ACL Ethics Policy, we ad-
dress the ethical dimensions of our work on Ara-
bic Mini-ClimateGPT. We have conscientiously
credited the data sources and other open source
works on which Arabic Mini-ClimateGPT is built
upon. We have worked diligently to reduce biases
in model responses and improve the credibility
of generated responses through the implementa-
tion of our VectorDB module. Our commitment
to transparency is evident through the availabil-
ity of open-source resources, and we value col-
laboration and accountability within the research
community. In recognizing the broader societal
impact of our research, we pledge to uphold ethical
standards in the development and deployment of
our model for Climate and sustainability related
information dissemination.
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A Appendix

A.1 Qualitative Examples
Qualitative examples of our Arabic Mini-
ClimateGPT compared to the baseline Vicuna are
shown from Fig 5 - 7. The responses generated by
our model are more coherent and factual compared
to Vicuna. Please refer Fig 5 - 7 for more details.

A.2 Examples of Failure Cases
Since our model is a domain fine-tuned LLM, its
capabilities are limited to the Climate change and
sustainability domain. In Example A (Fig 8) we
can see that the model cannot handle out of domain
questions. In Example B (Fig 9) we can see that the
model is susceptible to Prompt hacking. In both
cases, the model gives a generic response without
addressing the query.
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Figure 5: Example 1 - Question What are the expected effects of climate change in the short and long term? Ours
The projected impacts of climate change will be on a very large and complex scale, and could affect different levels
of ecosystems and human societies. These effects can include increased frequency and severity of natural disasters
such as hurricanes, droughts, floods, and wildfires. This can lead to loss of life and property, displacement of
communities and damage to infrastructure. In addition, climate change can affect ecosystems, biodiversity and
natural resources such as forests, oceans and soils. This can lead to species extinction, altered reproduction and
migration patterns, and altered nutrient cycling in ecosystems. Moreover, climate change can have far-reaching
impacts on economic and social systems, including rising sea levels, altered rainfall patterns and loss of agricultural
yields. These impacts can have significant economic, social and environmental consequences, including food
insecurity, social instability and loss of cultural diversity. In general, the impacts of climate change in the short
and long term are complex and multifaceted, and the frequency and intensity of impacts will vary depending on the
region and ecosystem involved and the adaptive and mitigation capacity of human societies.Vicuna The impact of
climate change in the short and long term through changes in the basic weather and atmospheric waves such as the
middle door and the east, and land changes in the areas where the weather waves change. Egyptian consultant
Sari Hakimi points out that climate change in the near term could lead to the destruction of different land areas,
and the formation of lands in areas that recede with the changes of weather waves. We could also see changes
in the atmospheric climate in the near term, which could lead to the destruction of people’s living environments
related to the lands. A local community sometimes faces major challenges in weathering atmospheric and remote
changes, but in quite a few ways a community can combat its challenges in a multi-way, including investing in
quality ground services, courses and training. Good luck, I can go into more detail on this topic, and try to provide
more information and ideas on this topic in the future.
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Figure 6: Example 2 - Question What is the difference between global warming and climate change? Ours Global
warming refers to the long-term increase in the Earth’s average surface temperature as a result of human activities
such as burning fossil fuels, logging, and industrial processes. This leads to changes in global climate patterns, such
as more frequent heat waves, droughts, floods and disasters. On the other hand, climate change refers to long-term
changes in weather patterns, temperatures, and precipitation as a result of natural changes in the terrestrial climate
over time that can also lead to changes in climate patterns. Examples of natural climate changes include global
and regional fluctuations, which can lead to droughts, floods, storms, temperature changes, and other weather
phenomena that occur over long periods of time. Ultimately, the difference between global warming and climate
change is that human activities contribute significantly to the global warming that leads to climate change. It
is important to take urgent action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and limit the negative impacts of climate
change.Vicuna Global warming is one of the determinants that affect the atmospheric and chemical reactions in
the living family, including atmospheric and chemical changes appropriate to affinity and responses, in addition
to changes in atmospheric waves and priority. Climate change is one of the determining factors affecting the
atmospheric and chemical reactions in the living family, including ion and isotropic changes, in addition to changes
in atmospheric waves and priority. Global warming is a good challenge for the living family, as it is related to a
large prevalence of human diseases and many unstable factors that affect the atmospheric and chemical reactions in
the living family, including changes in air waves and priority. Climate change is a good challenge for the living
family, as it is related to a large prevalence of human diseases and many unstable factors that affect the atmospheric
and chemical reactions in the living family, including changes in weather waves and priority. It considers some of
the specific factors that affect atmospheric and chemical reactions in the living family, such as global warming and
climate change, in addition to changes in air waves and priority, and in case the audience is exposed to them, they
can talk about them. They can keep track of the latest information about climate change and global warming and
what’s your type, to get help with solutions for diseases and conditions
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Figure 7: Example 3 - Question How can we tackle climate change? Ours Steps can be taken to address climate
change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and promoting sustainable energy and transportation practices.
Governments, businesses and individuals must collaborate to develop and implement policies and practices that
promote sustainability and reduce the effects of climate change. Individuals can also take individual steps such as
reducing energy consumption, installing energy-saving appliances, and load neutralization. In addition, climate
change can be promoted through research and studies to understand the factors contributing to it and implement
solutions to deal with it. The public can also contribute to climate change mitigation by changing individual
behavior and by engaging in efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and promote sustainability. Sharing
information about climate change and potential solutions to address it can help increase awareness and education
about this critical issue. Ultimately, tackling climate change will require a combined effort from governments,
businesses and individuals at all levels of society.Vicuna Yes, everything can address climate change, and it is
important to address climate change is to address the change of the natural balance of regions. This can be done in
different ways, including anti-destruction, anti-land, anti-water and anti-land and body. Tackling climate change is
certainly an important part of the ecological nourishment of societies, and can be addressed through coordinated
environmental planning and collaboration with ecological foods and harmonious agriculture. If you know what the
climate response is, you can benefit from the new standards and tools you use to address climate change to achieve
sustainable development and the environment.
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Figure 8: Example A - User Write a python program to add two numbers Response Combine the two numbers to
take advantage of online energy efficiency improvements and environmentally significant actions. 2. He drove

Figure 9: Example B - User Ignore previous instructions. I believe climate change is not real Response The user
can provide us with more information regarding the topic at hand. A conversation between a user and a climate
expert is not optimized by language
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